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Details of the error: This view is unlimited. It only has design positions, so it will jump up to (0.0) while running, unless you add a limit to the layout editor allows you to place widgets anywhere on the canvas, and it records the current position with design time attributes (such as layout_editor_absoluteX). These attributes don't apply while
running, so if you click a layout on your device, widgets may appear elsewhere than in the editor. To fix this, make sure the widget has horizontal and vertical limitations by dragging it from the edge of the connection. Release ID: MissingConstraints This view is unlimited. It only has a design time location, so it goes to (0.0) during the run,
and if you don't add a limit, the layout editor allows you to place widgets anywhere on the canvas, and it records the current position using design time properties such as the layout editor's absolute values. These properties don't apply during execution, so when you click on the layout on your device, the widget may appear elsewhere than
the one that appears in the editor. To solve this problem, drag from the edge of the connection to make sure the widget has both horizontal and vertical limitations. Problem ID: No limits When this bug happens, we do it again: drag the dots around the buttons in the interface, and when that error occurs at a relative distance that you want
to set, we do it again: drag control from the edge of the designer to where you want it, not directly from the control window to the window. Thus, there will be no errors under the property limit. Image This view is unlimited, it only has temporary design positions, so it will jump up (0.0) if you don't limit the layout editors allow you to place
widgets on canvas, and records this position with design time attributes (such as layout_editor_absolute X.) these attributes don't apply during the time you work, so if you click the layout on the device, widgets can show elsewhere than the editor. To fix this, make sure the widget has horizontal and vertical limitations by dragging from the
edge connects this view does not strain. It only has design positions, so it will jump up to (0.0) while running, unless you add a limit to the layout editor allows you to place widgets anywhere on the canvas, and it records the current position with design time attributes (such as layout_editor_absoluteX). These attributes don't apply while
running, so if you click a layout on your device, widgets may appear elsewhere than in the editor. To fix it, that the widget has horizontal and vertical limitations, dragging from the edge of the connection. Release ID: MissingConstraints,textView android:id?id/textView android:layout_width wrap_content android:layout_heightwrap_content
android:text? TextView android:text? Textview app:layout_constraintEnd_toEndOf parent app: layout_constraintStart_toStartOf parent app:layout_constraintTop_toTopOf parent /'gt; I'm Xiaobai, yesterday in use listview, make sure that there are better controls, in the V7 package, need SDK21 and above and then try to use it, today tried
the day to finally make it easy to use, share. How to import this package of bank recycleyview, let people spend some time before importing a third-party package to the jar, copied into the lib catalog, and then add complie to build.jradle can be used, but it is not possible to use other methods; Click on your project ... ©️2020 CSDN Skin
Theme: Great White Designer: CSDN Official Blog Back Home I also met today, but updated the following IDE to 3.1.2 to address. Later, this missing contraindication in the Contraint Layout bug still exists, but the style on the emulator is already the same as in IDE design.------------------ was not solved, sorry, and later studied the following
image ------------------- below similar to the fluorescent stick icon, is the output limitation, I use Android Studio 3.0.1. Whenever I drag a button or do any other activityy on my activity screen it gives me the next bug missing the restrictions in ConstraintLayout I need a permanent fix for this problem. Please help me. At Google I/O 2016, the
Android team brought the developers Constraint Layout, a new Android Layout built on an elastic Constraints system that is said to radically change the way Android layout interfaces are developed in the future, and say that Android development may not have as many layouts to learn in the future, just to be familiar with them. Two days
before the official release of Android Studio 2.2, more Android developers are coming into contact with and (possibly) using the layout. 1. This article Translation of the Limitation Layout (ConstraintLayout) Article 2. Reading this article can be compared to the original Creation of a Responsible User Interface with the Limitation layout,
Science Pure 3. This article can be eaten against a practical introductory tutorial: Android Control Restrictions (Constraint Layout) flat layout starts 4. The view inside the article translates into a view, can also be understood as Control 5. The video involved in the article I do not know how to convey wow to see the video demo point in the
original text, there are some key links involved, the science online you understand. The picture I used in the source code that I translated into github, but github you also realize is sometimes not really a powerful ಥ ಥ 6. Level limited, translation errors and deviations to guide light spray ಥ ಥ limit layout allows in the same hierarchy (without
overlapping combinations of views) to make large and complex layouts. This is similar to a relative layout where all view locations are determined based on child or parent layouts, but it's more flexible than relative layouts, and easier to use in the Android Studio layout editor. Studio. Figure 1, The Layout Limits layout layout layout can be
used in the API library compatible with Android 2.3 (API 9) or above, while the new layout editor is available in Android Studio 2.2. This article provides a guide to creating a layout using restrictions layouts in Android Studio. If you want to know more about layout editors, check out this to build a user interface with Layout Editor Android
Studio Guide. A review of limitations to determine the position of the view in the limit layout requires adding two or more limitations to the view. Each limitation is a connection or alignment with a different view, a parent layout, or an invisible guide. Each limitation determines whether the view is positioned along the vertical or horizontal axis,
so each view must have at least one limit on the axis, but often requires more. When you drag a view into a layout editor, it stays where you dropped it, even if it has no limits. Goose, it's just to make editing easier. When the view works on the device without any restrictions, it is drawn in the top left corner. In Figure 2, the layout looks good
in the editor, but textView B is not bound vertically. When this layout turns to the device, TextView B aligns horizontally with the left and right edges of imageView horizontally, but appears at the top of the screen because it has no numerical limit. Figure 2, TextView B, which has no vertical limitations, is now limited vertically to ImageView
Although the lack of restrictions does not cause compilation errors, the layout editor displays in ToolBar as an error, pointing to the missing limitations. To see bugs or other warnings, click Show Warnings and Errors.to avoid ignoring the restrictions, the layout editor uses Autoconnect and output restrictions to automatically add restrictions
to you. Add a layout of the restriction to your project to use the limit layout in the project, the steps are as follows: 1, make sure you have the latest Layout Restrictions library; 1. Tap The Tools of the Android sDK Manager. 2. Click on the SDK Tools bar. 3. Expand the super repository and then check the Layout limit for Android, and silver
to limit layout. Check out the Show Package Details and notice the version you've downloaded (what you need is this one below). 4. Click OK. 5. Add constraintLayout as a dependency in the build.gradle module level file: dependency . . . compilation 'com.android.support.support.constraint: limit-mock:1.0.0-alpha8' - The library version you
downloaded may be higher. So make sure that this version is consistent in step 3. 6. In the toolbar or synchronizing the request, click Project Sync with Gradle Files. Now you can build a layout using a Limited Layout. Transform the layout Follow these steps to convert the existing layout into a limited layout: 1. Open the layout on Android
Studio and click on the Design tab at the bottom of the editor's window. 2. In the company tree window, right click the layout and then click the Conversion layout of ConstraintLayout. ConstraintLayout. The new Layout Next Steps to Start a New File Layout Limits: 1. Right to Tap Anywhere in the Project Window and select File of the New
zgt; XML's Layout XML. 2. Enter the name of the layout file and then enter android.support.constraint.Constraint.Layout as the root tag of the layout. 3. Click to complete. Add restrictions First, drag the view from the palette window to the editor. When you add a view to the limitation layout, it appears as a boundary with a square handle on
each corner and a ring handle on each side of Click Check View, then tap and hold one of the limit handles and drag the line to the available anchor point (the edge of the other view, the edge of the layout, or the guide range). Restrictions are generated when you release, and the default margin separates the two views. Video1, when the
left side of the view is limited to the left side of the video layout1 When creating a new restriction, remember the following rules: . . . New restrictions can only be created if the limit handle and anchor point are on the same plane, so the vertical plane of one species (left and right) can only be limited to another vertical plane. And the
baselines can only be tied to other base levels. Each restriction pen can only be used for one restriction, but you can create multiple restrictions on the same anchor point (from different views) Select the view and click on the limit pen to remove the restriction. If you add opposing limitations to the view, the restriction lines will become
spring waves representing reactionary forces, as shown in Video 2. When the size of the view is set for fixed or wrapped content, the view is most visible when it is in the center of the restriction. If you want the view to open measurements to meet the limits, change sizes by any size, or if you want to keep the current size, move one view
so that it isn't centered, you can adjust the limitation shifts. There are many ways to limit the view, but the following types of limitations provide a basic build pattern for the side of the view to connect to the edges of the layout. Figure 5 In Figure 5, the left side of the view is connected to the left edge of the parent layout. The position
restrictions determine the order in which two species, vertical or horizontal, are displayed. Figure 6 In Figure 6, the button is tied to the bottom edge of ImageView at 24dp, aligning the limits to align the edges of the view to the edges of the consent of other views. In Figure 7, the left edge of the button is aligned to the left edge of
ImageView. You can drag the view calibration bias out of the limit. For example, in Figure 8, Figure 8 shows the same 24dp button, which is a offset defined by the limitation of view boundaries. The base alignment limitations align the text base line of the view to the text baseline of the other view. Figure 9 In Figure 9, the first line of
TextView is aligned with Button's text. Hover over the base handle for two seconds until the handle flashes white. Then click and drag one line to another to create a baseline. Restrictions guide line. Line. Click the Guidelines in the toolbar and then click Add Vertical Guidelin or Add a Horizontal Guide to Create a Guide Line. Click on the
ring to switch to the edge of the guide line to switch the measurements used to search the guide line (percentage or DP units from the edge of the layout) the guide line will not be visible to the user. Video3 uses automatic connections and the conclusions that limit automatic connectivity are a constant mode that automatically creates two
or more restrictions for each view you add to a layout that is not available by default. You can click on Autoconnect's dashboard of the layout editor to turn it on. When it's available, every look you add automatically creates restrictions for you. It does not create restrictions on views that already exist in the layout. Once you've created a
limit, if you want to drag the view, the limit doesn't change. So if you want to obviously change the view, you have to first remove the restriction. You can also click Infer Constraints to create restrictions on all views in the layout. Output restrictions are a one-off piece of activity that scans the entire layout to determine which limitations are
most effective for all views, so they can create limitations that are far apart. Goose, Autoconnect only restricts the view you add and only places restrictions on nearby items. In both cases, you can remove the modification restriction at any time by clicking on the limit handle and then create a new restriction. Video4 Change the view You
can change the size of the view with the handle of your forehead in each corner of the view, but you should avoid tightly encoding the width and height of most views, and make rigidly coded views that don't fit into the different sizes of the content and screen. Click on the view to open the Properties window on the right side of the editor,
select the dynamic size change mode, or determine more specific sizes. For example, Figure 10, The Property Window includes (1) view size, (2) margin, (3) Offset limit Figure 10, Property Window includes (1) view size, (2) margin, (3) offset limit, at the top of the window is the view inspector. The grey box represents the chosen view,
and the symbol in the box (the slot symbol I replaced ha ಠ౪ಠ the symbol) indicates that the width and height values can be set as follows: . . Note: All views in a limited layout should use match_parent, not any Size (0dp). Adjust the Restriction Displacement When You Add a Limit on both sides of the view (the same size view is fixed or
wrapped content), the view becomes the center of two anchor points by default with a 50% slope. You can set up bias by dragging a bias slider into the Property window or dragging the view directly, such as video5, to set up the restriction bias. If you want the view to hold the size with limitations, switch the view size to any size of any
size. Adjust the view fields to make sure that all your views are evenly distributed, click Margin in ToolBar. ToolBar. Figure 11, ToolBar margin button, click set up the default margin You can control the margin of each type by clicking on the number that represents the limit line in the Properties window (figure 10, each stock is set at 16dp).
All the fields provided by the 8dp tool, because to your view follow the method of material design 8dp square grid recommendations above the author of this article: paradoxie profile: thanks to the box of a small black house, not just say the technical address of the book: a short book homepage, focus on the technology github address:
paradoxie reprint please specify the source, crab! ------- my dream is actually to be a salted fish! Author: Wen Yu Link: Source: Copyright to the book belongs to the author. Commercial reprint, please contact the author for permission, non-commercial reprint, please specify the source. Author: Wen Yu Link: Source: Copyright to the book
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